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Abstract
A survey was conducted on foot trouble and the living conditions of 96 aged individuals（43 men and 
53 women）who were attending day facilities in the Tohshin area of Nagano Prefecture. The project 
was carried out to evaluate the keypoints in planning  more eﬀ ective foot care for the aged by the 
nursing profession.
Among those taking advantage of the foot care service, 67.7％ were rated at nursing care levels that 
ranged from 1 to 2.　Most of these people visited the facility twice a week; and on the questions on 
outing that required one to wear shoes, it was found that many tended not to leave their home for 
strolling or shopping. “Rehabilitation shoes” that are easy to put on and remove were currently 
preferred by most. They did not describe any discomfort even when their shoes were more than 2 
㎝ larger than the actual measurements of their feet, which indicated a lack of awareness vis-à-vis 
appropriate shoes. More than 90％ of the subjects had some trouble with their feet. No statistically 
signiﬁ cant correlations were found between their foot troubles and their shoes. However, there were 
some cases that attested to a need for care at the appropriate time, as illustrated by examples where 
the patients have been wearing high-heeled shoes since they were young, resulting in “overtoes” and 
diﬃ  culty in trimming their toe nails.
The survey indicated a need to promote foot care programs so that those aged individuals who 
utilize the day care facilities will retain “healthy feet” and continue to live independently.
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性別 年齢別全数      
n=96 ｘ2検定n=74ｘ2検定女性    n=53男性    n=43
注）＊：P<0.05　　
人 ％ 人 ％ P値
75歳未満  n=22 75歳以上























































































































































































































































































































n=96 男性   n=43 75歳未満  n=22 75歳以上  n=74女性  n=53 x2検定 x2検定
























































































































































































































































































































































   靴の種類
   靴と足の差
   インソールアーチ
   靴の履き方
   靴の感想
   靴を選ぶ人
   購入場所
n=96 男性   n=43 75歳未満  n=22 75歳以上  n=74女性  n=53 x2検定 x2検定
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